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ABSTRACT
In many applications involving continuous data streams, data ar-
rival is bursty and data rate fluctuates over time. Systems that seek
to give rapid or real-time query responses in such an environment
must be prepared to deal gracefully with bursts in data arrival with-
out compromising system performance. We discuss one strategy
for processing bursty streams —adaptive, load-aware scheduling
of query operators to minimize resource consumption during times
of peak load. We show that the choice of an operator schedul-
ing strategy can have significant impact on the run-time system
memory usage. We then presentChain scheduling, an operator
scheduling strategy for data stream systems that is near-optimal in
minimizing run-time memory usage for any collection of single-
stream queries involving selections, projections, and foreign-key
joins with stored relations. Chain scheduling also performs well
for queries with sliding-window joins over multiple streams, and
multiple queries of the above types. A thorough experimental eval-
uation is provided where we demonstrate the potential benefits of
Chain scheduling, compare it with competing scheduling strategies,
and validate our analytical conclusions.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a growing number of information processing applications, data

takes the form ofcontinuous data streamsrather than traditional
stored databases. These applications share two distinguishing char-
acteristics that limit the applicability of standard relational database
technology: (1) the volume of data is extremely high, and (2) on the
basis of the data, decisions are arrived at and acted upon in close
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to real time. The combination of these two factors make traditional
solutions, where effectively data is loaded into static databases for
offline querying, impractical for many applications. Motivating ap-
plications include networking (traffic engineering, network mon-
itoring, intrusion detection), telecommunications (fraud detection,
data mining), financial services (arbitrage, financial monitoring), e-
commerce (clickstream analysis, personalization), and sensor net-
works.

These applications have spawned a considerable and growing
body of research into data stream processing [3], ranging from al-
gorithms for data streams to full-fledged data stream systems such
as Aurora [5], Hancock [7], Niagara [21], STREAM [26], Tan-
gram [22, 23], Tapestry [28], Telegraph [10], Tribeca [27], andoth-
ers. For the most part, research in data stream systems has hitherto
focused on devising novel system architectures, defining query lan-
guages, designing space-efficient algorithms, and so on. Important
components of systems research that have received less attention to
date are run-time resource allocation and optimization. In this pa-
per we focus on one aspect of run-time resource allocation, namely
operator scheduling.

There are some features unique to data stream systems, as op-
posed to traditional relational DBMSs, which make the run-time
resource allocation problem different and arguably more critical:
First, data stream systems are typically characterized by the pres-
ence of multiplelong-running continuousqueries. Second, most
data streams are quite irregular in their rate of arrival, exhibiting
considerable burstiness and variation of data arrival rates over time.
This phenomenon has been extensively studied in the networking
context [9, 16, 34]. Data network traffic is widely considered to be
self-similarand to exhibitlong-range dependence. Similar findings
have been reported for web-page access patterns and e-mail mes-
sages [15]. Consequently, conditions in which data stream queries
areexecutedare frequently quite different from the conditions for
which the query plans weregenerated. Therefore,adaptivitybe-
comes critical to a data stream system as compared to a traditional
DBMS.

Various approaches to adaptive query processing are possible
given that the data may exhibit different types of variability. For
example, a system could modify the structure of query plans, or
dynamically reallocate memory among query operators in response
to changing conditions, as suggested in [19], or take a holistic ap-
proach to adaptivity and do away with fixed query plans altogether,
as in the Eddies architecture [2, 18]. While these approaches fo-
cus primarily on adapting to changing characteristics of thedata
itself (e.g., changing selectivities), we focus on adaptivity towards



changingarrival characteristics of the data, similar to [1, 29, 31].
As mentioned earlier, most data streams exhibit considerable bursti-
ness and arrival-rate variation. It is crucial for any stream system to
adapt gracefully to such variations in data arrival, making sure that
we do not run out of critical resources such as main memory during
the bursts. The focus of this paper is to design techniques for such
adaptivity.

When processing high-volume, bursty data streams, the natu-
ral way to cope with temporary bursts of unusually high rates of
data arrival is to buffer the backlog of unprocessed tuples and work
through them during periods of light load. However, it is important
for the stream system to minimize the memory required for backlog
buffering. Otherwise, total memory usage can exceed the available
physical memory during periods of heavy load, causing the system
to page to disk, which often causes sudden and dramatic decrease
in overall system throughput. As we will show in Section 2, the
operator scheduling strategy used by the data stream system has
a significant impact on the total amount of memory required for
backlog buffering. The question we address in this paper is how to
most efficiently schedule the execution of query operators to keep
the total memory required for backlog buffering at a minimum, as-
suming query plans and operator memory allocation are fixed.

1.1 Road Map
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin in Sec-

tion 2 by briefly describing our model for the processing of stream
queries and illustrating through an example that the run-time mem-
ory requirement can be greatly affected by the operator schedul-
ing strategy, thereby motivating the need for an intelligent schedul-
ing strategy. In Section 3 we formalize the problem of operator
scheduling that we consider. Our analytical results on the perfor-
mance of proposed scheduling strategies are provided in Section 4.
In particular, we presentChain scheduling, a near-optimal schedul-
ing strategy for the case when all queries involve a single stream,
possibly joining with stored relations via foreign-key joins. When
joins with stored relations are not foreign-key joins, we present
a weaker guarantee. In Section 4.2 we introduce various other
scheduling strategies and discuss (qualitatively) how they compare
with Chain scheduling. In Section 4.3 we extend Chain schedul-
ing to queries involving windowed-joins over multiple streams. In
Section 5 we describe our experimental comparison of the perfor-
mance of different scheduling strategies. We describe related work
in Section 6 before ending with our conclusions in Section 7.

2. STREAM QUERY PROCESSING:
MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

Data stream systems are characterized by the presence of mul-
tiple continuous queries [5, 6, 18, 19]. Query execution can be
conceptualized as adata flow diagram(as in [5]), which is a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) of nodes and edges, where the nodes
are pipelined operators (akaboxes) that process tuples and edges
(aka arrows) represent composition of operators. An edge from
nodeA to nodeB indicates that the output of nodeA is an input
to nodeB. The edge(A, B) also represents aninput queuethat
buffers the output of operatorA before it is input to the operator
B. Input data streams are represented as “leaf” nodes that have no
input edges and query outputs are represented as “root” nodes that
have no output edges.

If a single data stream is input to multiple queries, we assume
that multiple copies of the stream are created by the system and fed
to each of the queries separately. Consequently, we assume that all
streams participate in only one query and therefore every incoming

tuple is input to only a single query. If instead of making multiple
copies, the system chooses to share the input buffer across multiple
queries, the optimal strategy may differ; we plan to consider this
case in future work. In this paper, we will concentrate on the case
of afixed query planwhich does not change over time.

As mentioned earlier, we assume that all operators execute in a
streamingor pipelinedmanner. Operators like select and project
naturally fit in this category. A join operator can also be made to
work in this manner, using asymmetric hash joinimplementation
[35]. While operators like select and project do not need to main-
tain any run-time state, a symmetric-hash-join operator needs to
maintain state that is proportional to the size of the input seen so
far, which is unbounded for streams. However, for applications on
streams, a relevant notion of join is that of asliding-windowjoin
[5, 6, 14, 18, 19], where a tuple from one stream is joined on ar-
rival with only a boundedwindowof tuples in the other stream, and
vice versa. Consequently, the state maintained by a sliding-window
join operator is bounded. An example of a sliding-window join is a
tuple-basedsliding-window join where the window on each stream
is specified as a fixed number of tuples [14, 19]. Clearly, the run-
time state stored by a tuple-based sliding-window join operator is
of fixed size.

In summary, the operators that we consider act likefilters which
operate on a tuple and produces tuples, wheres is theselectivityof
the operator. The selectivitys is at most1 for the select and project
operators, but it may be greater than1 for a join. For the rest of
this paper, the reader should keep in mind that when we refer to the
selectivitys of an operator, we are referring to the above notion of
viewing the operator as afilter that (on an average) producess tu-
ples on processing1 tuple. We assume that the run-time state stored
by each operator is fixed in size and thus the variable portion of the
memory requirement is derived from the sizes of the input queues
to operators. The memory for all input queues is obtained from a
common system memory pool. The aim of operator scheduling is
to minimize the total memory requirement of all queues; in partic-
ular, to keep the memory requirement below a certain threshold.

An important strategy for adapting to higher rates of data arrival
is load shedding,i.e., dropping input tuples based on some crite-
rion such asquality-of-service[5]. Load shedding may become
necessary when the input rate consistently exceeds the maximum
processing rate of the system so that backlogs in the input queues
will build up and eventually we will run out of memory. There are
various strategies for load shedding (see [5]), but that is not the fo-
cus of this paper. These strategies are orthogonal to those that we
discuss in this paper and could be used in conjunction. Instead,
we focus on the following issue: Even though the average arrival
rate is within computational limits, there may be bursts of high load
leading to high memory usage to buffer the backlog of unprocessed
tuples. How do we efficiently schedule operators in order to keep
the peak memory usage at a minimum? Our assumption that the
arrival rate is within computational limits implies that it is eventu-
ally possible to clear the backlog of unprocessed tuples, when the
bursts of high arrival rate have receded.

Every tuple that enters the system must pass through a unique
path of operators, referred to as anoperator path. (Recall that we
do not share tuples among query plans.) If the arrival rate of the
tuples is uniform, then there is not much to be done. The follow-
ing simple scheduling strategy will have the minimum memory re-
quirement: Whenever a tuple enters the system, schedule it through
all the operators in its operator path. If any operator in the path is
a join that produces multiple tuples, then schedule each resulting
tuple in turn through the remaining portion of the operator path.
Henceforth, this strategy will be referred to as the FIFO (First In,



First Out) strategy. But note that, as mentioned earlier, such uni-
formity in arrival is seldom the case and hence we need more so-
phisticated scheduling strategies guaranteeing that the queue sizes
do not exceed the memory threshold. The following example il-
lustrates how a scheduling strategy can fare better than FIFO and
make the difference between exceeding memory threshold or not.

EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider a simple operator path that consists
of two operators:O1 followed byO2. Assume thatO1 takes unit
time to process a tuple and produces0.2 tuples1, i.e., its selectivity
is 0.2. Further, assume thatO2 takes unit time to operate on0.2 tu-
ples (alternatively, 5 time units to operate on 1 tuple) and produces
0 tuples, i.e.,O2 outputs the tuple out of the system and hence has
selectivity 0. Thus, it takes 2 units of time for any tuple to pass
through the operator path.

We assume that, over time, the average arrival rate of tuples is
no more than 1 tuple per 2 units of time. This assumption guaran-
tees that we do not have an unbounded build-up of tuples over time.
However, the arrival of tuples could be bursty. Consider the follow-
ing arrival pattern: A tuple arrives at every time instant fromt = 0
to t = 6, then no tuples arrive from timet = 7 throught = 13.
Consider the following two scheduling strategies:

• FIFO scheduling: Tuples are processed in the order that
they arrive. A tuple is passed through both operators in two
consecutive units of time, during which time no other tuple is
processed.

• Greedy scheduling: At any time instant, if there is a tuple
that is buffered beforeO1, then it is operated on using 1 time
unit; otherwise, if tuples are buffered beforeO2, then0.2
tuples are processed using 1 time unit.

The following table shows the total size of input queues for the two
strategies:

Time Greedy scheduling FIFO scheduling

0 1 1
1 1.2 1.2
2 1.4 2.0
3 1.6 2.2
4 1.8 3.0
5 2.0 3.2
6 2.2 4.0

After timet = 6, input queue sizes for both strategies decline until
they reach 0 after timet = 13. Observe that Greedy scheduling
has smaller maximum memory requirement than FIFO scheduling.
In fact, if the memory threshold is set to3, then FIFO scheduling
becomes infeasible, while Greedy scheduling does not. 2

This example illustrates the need for an intelligent scheduling
strategy in order to execute queries using limited amount of mem-
ory. The aim of this paper is to design scheduling strategies that
will form the core of aresource managerin a data stream system.

Here are some desirable properties of any such scheduling strat-
egy:

• The strategy should have provable guarantees on its perfor-
mance in terms of metrics such as resource utilization, re-
sponse times, and latency.

1A tuple does not refer to an individual tuple, but rather to a fixed
unit of memory, such as a page, that contains multiple tuples and
for which we can assume that selectivity assumptions hold on the
average. More details are provided in Section 3.

• Because it will be executed every few time steps, the strategy
should be efficient to execute.

• The strategy should not be too sensitive to inaccuracies in
estimates of parameters such as queue sizes, operator selec-
tivities, and operator execution times.

The algorithms and heuristics developed in this paper do not
achieve all the stated goals, although we feel that they represent
an important first step. Our algorithms have some shortcomings;
for example, they do not incorporate application-level quality-of-
service requirements, so some important tuples that are waiting to
be processed may be delayed for an unacceptably long time before
being scheduled. Our future work will be directed towards remov-
ing such shortcomings.

3. OPERATOR SCHEDULING AND
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS

As mentioned earlier, query execution can be captured by a data
flow diagram, where every tuple passes through a uniqueopera-
tor path. Thus queries can be represented as rooted trees. Every
operator is a filter that operates on a tuple and producess tuples,
wheres is the operator selectivity. Obviously, the selectivity as-
sumption does not hold at the granularity of a single tuple but is
merely a convenient abstraction to capture the average behavior of
the operator. For example, we assume that a select operator with
selectivity0.5 will select about 500 tuples of every 1000 tuples that
it processes. Henceforth, a tuple should not be thought of as an
individual tuple, but should be viewed as an convenient abstraction
of a memory unit, such as a page, that contains multiple tuples.
Over adequately large memory units, we can assume that if an op-
erator with selectivitys operates on inputs that require one unit of
memory, its output will requires units of memory.

The FIFO scheduling strategy (from Example 2.1) maintains the
entire backlog of unprocessed tuples at the beginning of each oper-
ator path. Thus the sizes of intermediate input queues will be small
in case of FIFO, albeit at the cost of large queues at the beginning
of each operator path. In fact, the Greedy strategy performed better
than FIFO in Example 2.1 precisely because it chose to maintain
most of its backlog at the input queue between the first operator
and the second. Since the first operator had a low selectivity, it was
beneficial to buffer two fractional tuples (each of size0.2) at this
intermediate queue, rather than buffer a single tuple of size1 at the
beginning of the operator path. This suggests that it is important
to consider the different sizes of a tuple as it progresses through its
operator path. We capture this using the notion of aprogress chart,
illustrated in Figure 1.

The horizontal axis of the progress chart represents time and
the vertical axis represents tuple size. The chart containsm + 1
operator points(t0, s0), (t1, s1), . . . , (tm, sm), marked by circles,
where0 = t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tm are positive integers. The
points represent an operator path consisting ofm operators, where
theith (1 ≤ i ≤ m) operator takesti − ti−1 units of time to pro-
cess a tuple of sizesi−1, at the end of which it produces a tuple
of sizesi. The selectivity of operatori is si/si−1. (We assume
that operators can be preempted in the middle of their execution
and resumed later; a time unit represents the smallest duration an
operator must be continuously run before preemption.)

Adjacent operator points are connected by a solid line called the
progress linerepresenting the progress of a tuple along the opera-
tor path. We imagine tuples as moving along this progress line. A
tupleτ enters the system with sizes0 = 1. After being processed
by theith query operator, the tuple has receivedti total processor
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Figure 1: Progress charts

time and its size has been reduced tosi. At this point, we say that
the tuple has madeprogressp(τ) = ti. A good way to interpret
the progress chart is the following — theith horizontal segment
represents the execution of theith operator, and the following ver-
tical segment represents the drop in tuple size due to operatori’s
selectivity. For every operator path, the last operator has selectivity
sm = 0. This is because it will eject the tuples it produces out of
the system and they no longer need to be buffered. If all operator
selectivities are less than or equal to 1, the progress chart is non-
increasing as shown in Figure 1(a). However, for query plans that
include a join operator with selectivity greater than 1, the progress
chart looks like the one shown in Figure 1(b).

We assume that the selectivities and per-tuple processing times
are known for each operator. We use these to construct the progress
chart as explained above. Selectivities and processing times could
be learned during query execution by gathering statistics over a pe-
riod of time. If we expect these values to change over time, we
could use the following strategy as in [2]: divide time into fixed
windows and collect statistics independently in each window; use
the statistics from theith window to compute the progress chart for
the(i + 1)st window.

Consider an operator path withm operators represented by the
operator points(t0, s0), . . . , (tm, sm). For any point(t, s) along
the progress line, whereti−1 ≤ t < ti for some1 ≤ i ≤ m, the
derivativeof the point with respect to thejth operator point(tj , sj)

is given byd(t, s, j) =
−(sj−s)

tj−t
, for m ≥ j ≥ i. The derivative is

undefined forj < i. The derivative is nothing but the negative slope
of the line connecting the point(t, s) to an operator point to its
right. Thesteepestderivative at the point(t, s) for ti−1 ≤ t < ti is
denotedD(t, s) = maxm≥j≥i d(t, s, j), and the operator point for
which the maximum is achieved2 is defined as theSteepest Descent
Operator Point, SDOP (t, s) = (tb, sb) whereb = min{j|m ≥
j ≥ i andd(t, s, j) = D(t, s)}.

Consider the following subsequence of operator points: Start
with the pointx0 = (t0, s0). Let x1 = SDOP (x0), let x2 =
SDOP (x1), and so on, until we finally reach the pointxk =
(tm, sm). If we connect this sequence of pointsx0, x1, . . . , xk

by straight line segments, we obtain thelower envelopefor the

2To break ties, when there are multiple such points, we use the one
with the smallest index.

progress chart. In Figures 1(a) and 1(b), the lower envelope is
represented by a dashed line. Observe that the lower envelope is
convex.

We make the following simple observation regarding the lower
envelope.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let(t0, s0), (t1, s1), . . . , (tk, sk) denote the
sequence of points on the lower envelope for a progress chart. The
magnitude of the slopes for the segments joining(ti−1, si−1) and
(ti, si), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, must be non-increasing withi.

We give only a brief sketch of the proof. Suppose there exists
an indexi such that the magnitude of slope for the segment joining
(ti, si) to (ti+1, si+1) is strictly greater than that of the segment
joining (ti−1, si−1) to (ti, si). Then, the slope of the segment join-
ing (ti−1, si−1) to (ti+1, si+1) is strictly greater than that for the
segment joining(ti−1, si−1) to (ti, si). In that case, by definition,
(ti, si) is not the SDOP for the point(ti−1, si−1), and hence does
not belong to the lower envelope.

4. SCHEDULING STRATEGIES AND
PERFORMANCE BOUNDS

We are now ready to present our proposed scheduling strategy
and derive its performance bounds. We begin by defining a frame-
work for specifying a strategy. Ideally, one can view a schedul-
ing strategy as being invoked at the end of every unit of time; the
smallest duration for which operators should be run without pre-
emption. On each invocation, a strategy must select an operator
from among those with nonempty input queues and schedule it for
the next time unit. In reality, we need not invoke the strategy after
every time unit. It turns out that in most cases it is only required
to do so periodically or when certain events occur, e.g., an opera-
tor that is currently scheduled to run finishes processing all tuples
in its input queue, or a new block of tuples arrives on an input
stream. All scheduling strategies considered in this paper choose
the next operator to schedule based on statically-assigned priori-
ties, i.e., scheduling and operator execution do not change operator
priorities. Thus, the scheduling strategy itself causes little overhead
since priorities need not be recomputed whenever operators are
scheduled or stopped. Under this model, we will describe strate-



gies that assign priorities to different operators acrossall queries
and provide guarantees where possible.

As we will see momentarily, the priority that our scheduling
strategy assigns to each operator is completely determined by the
progress chart that the operator belongs to. We need to ensure that
our estimates for selectivities and per-tuple processing times, based
on which the progress charts are computed, are not very outdated.
Therefore, we periodically recompute these progress charts, based
on the statistics that are gathered over the most recent window of
time during query execution. The task of recomputing the progress
charts from these statistics is straightforward and incurs little over-
head.

The queries that we consider can be categorized into the follow-
ing two types.

1. Single-Stream Queries:These queries typically involve se-
lections and projections over a single stream, may involve
joins with one or more static stored relations, and possibly
end with a grouping and aggregation. This is a fairly com-
mon class of queries in data stream applications. Single-
stream queries are discussed in Section 4.1.

2. Multi-Stream Queries: A distinguishing feature of this class
of queries is that they involve at least one join between two
streams. Such queries are typically used to correlate data
across two or more streams (e.g., a query that joins network
packet streams from two routers to find packets that passed
through both routers). As indicated earlier, we assume that
all joins over streams are tuple-based sliding-window joins.
Multi-stream queries are discussed in Section 4.3.

4.1 Single-Stream Queries
We present an operator scheduling algorithm that we callChain

scheduling. The name “chain scheduling” comes from the fact that
our algorithm groups query operators into operator chains corre-
sponding to segments in the lower envelope of the query progress
chart.

Given an operator path and its progress chartP , let P ′ denote
the lower envelope simulationof P , defined as the progress chart
whose progress line consists of the lower envelope ofP . Con-
sider a tupleτ and a progress line segmentli joining (ti, si) to
(ti+1, si+1) in P ′. We say that tupleτ lies onli if ti ≤ p(τ) <
ti+1. (Recall from Section 3 thatp(τ) denotes the progress made
by τ along the operator path.) Moreover, we say thatτ is at the
beginning of li if p(τ) = ti and that it isin the middle ofli if
ti < p(τ) < ti+1.

Consider a data stream system withn distinct operator paths rep-
resented by the progress chartsP = {P1, . . . , Pn} with lower en-
velope simulationsP ′ = {P ′

1, . . . , P
′
n}. The Chain scheduling

strategy (henceforth simply Chain, for brevity) for such a system
proceeds as follow:

Chain: At any time instant, consider all tuples that
are currently in the system. Of these, schedule for a
single time unit the tuple that lies on the segment with
the steepest slope in its lower envelope simulation. If
there are multiple such tuples, select the tuple which
has the earliest arrival time.

The way we describe our strategy, it may appear that it is “tuple-
based”, i.e., we make decisions at the level of each tuple. That is
not the case — Chain statically assigns priorities to operators (not
tuples) equaling the slope of the lower-envelope segment to which
the operator belongs. At any time instant, of all the operators with

tuples in their input queues, the one with the highest priority is
chosen to be executed for the next time unit.

Using the special structure of the lower envelope, we show that
Chain is an optimal strategy for the collection of progress charts
P ′. To this end, define aclairvoyantstrategy as one which has full
knowledge of the progress charts andthe tuple arrivals in the fu-
ture. Clearly, no strategy can actually have knowledge of the future,
but the notion of clairvoyance provides a useful benchmark against
which we can compare the performance of any valid scheduling
strategy. We will compare Chain to clairvoyant strategies.

THEOREM 4.1. LetC denote the Chain scheduling strategy and
A denote any clairvoyant scheduling strategy. Consider two other-
wise identical systems, one usingC and the other usingA, process-
ing identical sets of tuples with identical arrival times over opera-
tor paths having progress chartsP ′. At every moment in time, the
system usingA will require at least as much memory as the system
usingC, implying the Chain strategy is optimal over any collection
of lower envelopes.

PROOFSKETCH: Since tuple arrival times are the same for each
system, differences in memory requirements at timet will be due
to the number of tuples that each system has been able to process
by that time. LetC(t) andA(t) denote the number of tuples that
have been “consumed” through processing (the total reduction in
size over all tuples) by the two strategies at any time instantt. We
wish to show that for allt, C(t) ≥ A(t).

Let d1 > d2 > · · · > dl > 0 denote the distinct slopes of
the segments in the lower envelopes, arranged in a decreasing or-
der. The slope of a segment is the fraction of a tupleconsumed
(reduction in the size of the tuple) when a tuple moves for a unit
time along the segment. At any instantt, let tC

i (respectively,tA
i )

denote the number of time units moved along all segments with
slopedi by the strategyC (respectively, strategyA). Since strategy
C prefers to move along the segment with the steepest slope, and
since by Proposition 3.1 the slopes are nonincreasing for any lower
envelope, it follows thattC

1 + tC
2 + · · ·+ tC

i ≥ tA
1 + tA

2 + · · ·+ tA
i

for 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
The number of tuples that are consumed by strategyC is given

by C(t) =
∑

1≤i≤l tC
i di, while the number consumed byA is

given byA(t) =
∑

1≤i≤l tA
i di. Sinced1 > d2 > · · · > dl > 0

andtC
1 + tC

2 + · · · + tC
i ≥ tA

1 + tA
2 + · · · + tA

i for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, it
follows thatC(t) ≥ A(t).

We now consider the performance of Chain on general progress
charts, beginning with the following observation:

PROPOSITION 4.2. For all segments with a particular slope,
Chain guarantees that there is at most one tuple that lies in the
middle of one of these segments. The remaining such tuples must
be at the beginning of their respective segments. Consequently, this
strategy maintains the arrival order of the tuples.

To see that Proposition 4.2 is true, recall that amongst all the
tuples lying on the steepest-descent segment(s), Chain prefers to
keep moving the tuple with the earliest timestamp, so it will keep
moving this tuple until it has cleared the segment and moved to the
next segment.

When Chain is implemented over a general progress chartP , it
“pretends” that tuples move along the lower envelopes, although in
reality the tuples move along the actual progress chartP . How-
ever, we show that this does not matter too much — the memory
requirements of Chain onP are not much more than its memory



requirements on the lower envelope simulationP ′. Consider a seg-
ment joining(ti, si) to (ti+1, si+1) on any of the lower envelopes
of P . Let δi denote the maximum (over this segment) of the dif-
ference between the tuple-size coordinates (vertical axis) ofP and
its lower envelopeP ′ for the same value of the time coordinate
(horizontal axis).

LEMMA 4.3. Let C(t) denote the number of tuples that are
consumed by the Chain strategy moving along the lower envelopes.
LetAC(t) denote the number of tuples that areactuallyconsumed
by Chain when tuples move along the actual progress charts. At
any time instantt, AC(t) ≥ C(t)−

∑
i
δi where the sum

∑
i
δi is

taken over all segments corresponding to all lower envelopes.

PROOFSKETCH: Consider a tuple making the same moves along
the time axis for the two functions corresponding to the actual
progress chart and the lower envelope. The size of the tuple is
same when it is at the beginning of any segment. The size differs
only if the tuple is in the middle of any segment. Moreover, for
any segmenti, the maximum difference is equal toδi, as per the
definition ofδi. Proposition 4.2 guarantees that the Chain strategy
will have at most one tuple in the middle of any segment. Putting
all this together, we obtain thatAC(t) ≥ C(t) −

∑
i δi.

Another simple observation that we make about progress charts
follows from the fact that the lower envelope always lies beneath
the actual progress chart.

PROPOSITION 4.4. For any progress made by a tuple along the
progress chartP , if we use the lower envelope simulation ofP
to measure the memory requirement instead of the actual progress
chart P , then we will always underestimate the memory require-
ment.

It follows from Proposition 4.4 that the memory requirement for
anystrategy on progress chartP will be greater than the memory
requirement of Chain on the lower envelope simulation ofP , since
we proved earlier (Theorem 4.1) that the Chain strategy is optimal
over any collection of lower envelopes.

We can combine the preceding observations to prove a statement
about the near-optimality of Chain on a general progress chartP .
Since the performance of the Chain strategy over the lower enve-
lope is a lower bound on the optimum memory usage (even for
clairvoyant strategies), we obtain that the Chain strategy applied to
the actual progress chart is optimal to within an additive factor of∑

i δi. For the important case where all operator selectivities are
at most1, which corresponds to queries where there are no non-
foreign-key joins to stored relations, we can give a tight bound on∑

i δi to obtain the following result:

THEOREM 4.5. If the selectivities of all operators are at most
1 and the total number of queries isn, thenAC(t) ≥ C(t) − n.

PROOFSKETCH: When the selectivities of all operators are at
most1, the progress chart is a non-increasing step function as shown
in Figure 1(a). Then, for a segment joining(ti, si) to (ti+1, si+1),
it must be the case thatδi = si−si+1. Consequently, the sum ofδj

over all segmentsj that belong to the same lower envelope (same
query) equals1. As a result, the sum

∑
i δi over all segments in all

lower envelopes is bounded from above by the number of queriesn.
Combining this with Lemma 4.3 implies thatAC(t) ≥ C(t) − n.

Thus, when all selectivities are at most1, Chain differs from
optimal by at most one unit of memory per operator path. We em-
phasize that the guarantee is much stronger than merely saying that

the maximum (over time) memory usage is not much more than the
maximum memory usage of an optimal strategy. In fact, we are
guaranteed that the Chain strategy will be off by at most one unit of
memory (per query) as compared toany clairvoyantstrategy (with
an unfair knowledge of future tuple arrivals), atall instants of time
and not just when we compare the maximum memory usage. This
is a fairly strong worst-case bound on the performance of Chain.
It is quite surprising that, even without the knowledge of future ar-
rivals, Chain is able to maintain near-optimality at all time instants.

Our analysis of Chain is tight in that there exist cases where it
will suffer from being worse than the optimal strategy by an addi-
tive factor ofn.

4.2 Comparison With Other Strategies
Before proceeding to the case of queries joining multiple streams,

we present other natural scheduling strategies against which we
will compare Chain scheduling:

1. Round-Robin: The standardRound-Robinstrategy cycles
over the list of active operators and schedules the first opera-
tor that is ready to execute. On being scheduled, an operator
runs until a fixed time quantum expires or an input queue
to the operator becomes empty. In contrast to Chain (and
other priority-based scheduling strategies) Round-Robin has
the desirable property of avoiding starvation (i.e., no oper-
ator with tuples in its input queue goes unscheduled for an
unbounded amount of time). With Chain, especially during
bursts, ready-to-execute operators in low-priority chains may
have to wait for a while before they are scheduled. How-
ever, the simplicity and starvation avoidance of Round-Robin
come at the cost of lack of any adaptivity to bursts.

2. FIFO: TheFIFO strategy (Example 2.1) processes input tu-
ples in the order of arrival, with each tuple being processed
to completion before the next tuple is considered. In general,
FIFO is a good strategy to minimize the overall response time
of tuples in the query result. Like Round-Robin, FIFO ig-
nores selectivity and processing time of operators and shows
no adaptivity to bursts.

3. Greedy: In theGreedystrategy, each operator is treated sep-
arately (as opposed to considering chains of operators) and
has a static priority(1 − s′)/t′, wheres′ is the selectivity
andt′ is the per-tuple processing time of that operator. This
ratio captures the fraction of tuples eliminated by the opera-
tor in unit time. The problem with this strategy is that it does
not take into account the position of the operatorvis-a-vis
other operators in the operator path. For instance, suppose a
fast, highly selective operatorH follows a few less selective
operators. Although operatorH will get high priority, the
ones preceding it will not. As a result, at most time instants
H will not be ready to be scheduled as its input queues will
be empty. This demonstrates the need to prioritize earlier op-
erators in an inductive manner, a notion that is captured by
the lower envelope in Chain.

We conclude this subsection with some discussion points:

Pushing Down Selections.Query optimizers try to order op-
erators so that more selective operators precede those that are less
selective, making it likely that query plans have very selective op-
erators early on. It is precisely on this type of query plan that Chain
performs best compared to strategies such as FIFO and Round-
Robin. The FIFO strategy, which does not exploit the low selec-
tivity of operators at the beginning of a query plan, will accumulate



a large backlog of unprocessed tuples at the beginning of each oper-
ator path during bursty periods, as illustrated in Example 2.1. The
Round-Robin scheduling strategy will have a similar problem since
it treats all ready operators equally. Interestingly, Greedy will mir-
ror Chain if the operators in the plan are in decreasing order of pri-
ority, when each operator will form a chain on its own. Still, non-
commutativity of operators will sometimes result in query plans
that favor Chain over Greedy. For example, tuple-based sliding-
window joins like the ones we consider in this paper do not com-
mute with most other operators including selections. Pushing a se-
lection down below a tuple-based sliding-window join will change
the result of the join by filtering out some tuples before they reach
the join, slowing the rate at which tuples expire from the sliding
window.

Starvation and Response Times.As mentioned earlier, the
Chain strategy may suffer from starvation and poor response times,
especially during bursts. As ongoing work, we are considering how
to adapt our strategy to take into account additional objectives that
we do not currently consider, such as the objectives of minimizing
query-result latency and avoiding starvation. We suspect that a ran-
domized strategy combining Chain with FIFO might do well for a
metric that takes into account both memory and tuple latency.

Scheduling Overhead.Clearly, the scheduling overhead is neg-
ligible for simple strategies like Round-Robin and FIFO. In Chain,
scheduling decisions need to be made only when an operator fin-
ishes processing all tuples in its input queue, or when a new block
of tuples arrives in an input stream. In either case, the schedul-
ing decision involves picking an operator from the highest-priority
chain that contains a ready operator. Underlying progress charts
and chain priorities need to be recomputed only when operator se-
lectivities or tuple-processing times change; otherwise, the opera-
tor chains and their priority order is fixed. Recomputing progress
charts from statistics and chains, and their priorities, from these
progress charts takes very little time. Thus, Chain also incurs neg-
ligible overhead; Greedy behaves similarly.

Context Switching Overhead.The context switching over-
head incurred by a scheduling strategy depends on the underlying
query execution architecture. We assume that all operators and the
scheduler run in a single thread. To get an operator to process its in-
put queues, the scheduler calls a specific procedure defined for that
operator. This query execution model is similar to the framework
implemented in some recent data stream projects [19, 25]. Context
switching from one operator to another is equivalent to making a
new procedure call, which has low cost in modern processor archi-
tectures. Context switching costs can become significant if differ-
ent operators are part of separate threads, as in Aurora [5]. Evenif
context switching costs are significant, we do not expect these costs
to hamper the effectiveness of Chain. Compared to other schedul-
ing policies like Round-Robin and FIFO, Chain tends to minimize
the number of context switches. Chain will force a context switch
only when an operator finishes processing all tuples in its input
queue, or when a new block of tuples arrives in an input stream and
unblocks a higher-priority operator than the one currently sched-
uled.

Throughput.All techniques perform the same amount of com-
putation, considering that scheduling costs and context switching
costs are negligible. We would expect throughput to be the same
over time, provided the main memory threshold is not exceeded.

During bursts, FIFO would momentarily produce more result tu-
ples compared to the other strategies.

The experimental results in Section 5 validate the intuitive state-
ments and analytical results presented in this section.

4.3 Multi-Stream Queries
We now extend Chain scheduling to queries with multiple streams

that contain at least one sliding-window join between two streams.
For presentation, in this particular section a “tuple” refers to a sin-
gle stream tuple, as opposed to a larger unit of memory such as a
page, as is the case in the rest of the paper.

Recall that we assume tuple-based sliding-window joins. We as-
sume that every tuple has a globally unique timestamp (across all
streams), and that tuples within a single stream arrive in increas-
ing order of timestamp. For instance, the stream system might be
timestamping tuples when they arrive in the system. A procedural
description of the result of a tuple-based sliding-window join is as
follows: For a join between streamsR andS, when a tuple arrives
on streamR, it will be joined with the latestwS tuples inS (where
wS is the size of the sliding window on streamS). Symmetric pro-
cessing occurs for tuples arriving on streamS. When tuples with
timestampst1 andt2 are joined, the timestamp of the result tuple
is max(t1, t2).

The synchronization inherent in the above semantics restricts
freedom in operator scheduling. To guarantee correctness and en-
sure that join output is produced in sorted timestamp order, we need
to synchronize the two inputs to a join by processing them in strict
timestamp order across both input streams (similar to amerge sort
on the timestamp attribute). In other words, when joining streams
R andS, no tuple fromR with timestampt will be processed by the
join operator until it has processed all tuples inS with timestamp
less thant. As a result, a sliding-window join operator will block
if any one of its input queues is empty, even if tuples are available
in the other input queue.

4.3.1 Extending Chain Scheduling to Joins
In order to extend Chain scheduling, we first need to extend the

progress chart model to multi-stream queries. A query with multi-
ple streams is a rooted tree with input streams at the leaves of the
tree. We break up the tree into parallel operator paths, one for each
input stream, that connect individual leaf nodes (representing input
streams) to the root of the tree. The operator paths thus obtained
can share common segments. Each operator path is individually
broken up into chains for scheduling purposes. For example, con-
sider a query with a sliding-window join (./) between two streams
R andS, followed by a selection condition (σ) on the output of
the join. Additionally, there is a project operator (π) on the stream
R before it joinsS. The decomposition of the tree correspond-
ing to this query gives two operator pathsR → π → ./→ σ and
S → ./→ σ. The./→ σ segment is shared between the operator
paths. Note that the join operator is part of both operator paths and
will therefore be part of two operator chains when these paths are
broken up into chains for scheduling. However, as discussed ear-
lier in this section, the join operator always processes tuples in strict
timestamp order across its input queues irrespective of the chain, as
part of which, it gets scheduled. Furthermore, the sliding-window
join operator will block if any one of its input queues is empty.

The per-tuple processing times (t) and selectivities (s) for all
operators other than join are defined in a straightforward manner,
similar to the case of single-stream queries. We now specify the
quantities (t, s) for a join operator between two streams.

A sliding-window join is abstracted using a model similar to



the one described in [14]. Let the average number of tuples in a
streamS per unit time (as per the timestamp on tuples) beλS .
Like average tuple selectivity,λS is a convenient abstraction to cap-
ture the average behavior of sliding-window join operators. Con-
sider a sliding-window join operator between streamsR andS that
processes tuples with timestamps belonging to an interval of size
t′. During this run, the join operator will process (on an average)
t′(λR + λS) input tuples and producet′(λRαW (S) + λSαW (R))
result tuples, whereαW (S) is the (average) selectivity of the semi-
join of streamR with the sliding window forS, i.e., the average
number of tuples from the sliding window forS that a tuple from
R joins with. αW (R) is defined analogously. The system time
taken for this run ist′ × (λR × tR + λS × tS), wheretX is the
average time taken to process a tuple from streamX. Here tS

includes the time taken to compare the head tuples in the queues
for R and S, the time to probe the sliding window forR and
produce result tuples, and the time to update the sliding window
for S. Given λR, λS , αw(R), αw(S), tR, tS , for input streamsR
and S, the selectivitys for the sliding-window join is given by
λRαW (S)+λSαW (R)

λR+λS
and per-tuple processing timet (wall clock

time) is given by λR×tR+λStS

λR+λS
. It is easy to inductively derive

λS′ for any streamS′ that is the result of an intermediate operator
in the query plan.

Having specified the(t, s) values for the windowed join operator
between two streams, we build the progress chart for each operator
path as described in Section 3. Our basic Chain strategy remains
unchanged. The only difference is the following: earlier an opera-
tor could be blocked (cannot be scheduled) only when input queue
is empty. However, in the case of a join, the left input queue might
have tuples while the right input queue could be empty. In such
a case, the chain corresponding to the left queue might want to
schedule the join operator, but it cannot do so because the opera-
tor is blocked for input on the right input queue. This chain will
not be considered for scheduling until the join operator becomes
unblocked.

As before, the scheduling strategy is executed whenever an op-
erator finishes processing all tuples in one of its input queues, or
when a new block of tuples arrives in some input stream, and the
highest-priority ready chain is scheduled as always.

Unlike the single-stream case, we do not have any analytical re-
sults for our adaptation of Chain to the multiple-stream case. How-
ever, experimental results suggest that Chain performs extremely
well, for both single-stream and multiple-stream queries, compared
to the other scheduling strategies that were considered.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we briefly describe our simulation framework and

the results of various experiments that we conducted to compare the
performance of different scheduling policies: Chain, FIFO, Greedy,
and Round-Robin.

We begin with a brief description of our simulation framework.
We ignore the cost of context switching and scheduling overhead
in our simulations. As discussed in Section 4.2, Chain makes fewer
context switches as compared to FIFO, Greedy, or Round-Robin.
Therefore, had we included context-switching costs, the relative
performance of Chain would have been even better than shown
here.

FIFO processes each block of input stream tuples to completion
before processing the next block of tuples in strict arrival order.
Round-Robin cycles through a list of operators and each ready op-
erator is scheduled for one time quantum. The size of the time
quantum does affect the performance of Round-Robin, but it does
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Figure 2: Queue size vs. Time (Single stream, two operators,
real data set)

not change the nature of the results presented here.
The notion of progress chart captures the average behavior of

the query execution in terms of the sizes of memory units as they
make progress through their operator paths. The experiments we
describe were designed by choosing a particular progress chart to
use for both the real and synthetic data sets and then adjusting se-
lection conditions and join predicates to closely reflect the progress
chart. Of course, during actual query execution there are short-term
deviations from the average behavior captured in the progress chart.
In our experiments, we follow the query execution and report the
memory usage at various times.

The experiments described here used static estimates for opera-
tor selectivities and processing times (derived from a preliminary
pass over the data) to build the progress charts. We also performed
experiments that allowed adaptivity by dividing time into windows
and using the statistics gathered during theith time window to build
progress charts for the(i+1)st time window. The results were sim-
ilar to our other experiments, and we do not report them here.

Next we briefly describe the data sets that were used in the vari-
ous experiments:

1. Synthetic Data Set: The networking community has per-
formed considerable research on how to model bursty traf-
fic to most closely approximate the distributions prevalent in
most real data sets. A good reference is the paper by Will-
inger, Paxson, et al. [33]. Based on their “ON/OFF” model
we generate synthetic bursty traffic by flows that begin ac-
cording to a Poisson process (with mean inter arrival time
equal to 1 time unit) and then send packets continuously for
some duration chosen from a heavy-tailed distribution. We
used the Pareto distribution for packet durations, which has
a probability mass function given byp(x) = αkαx−α−1,
for α, k > 0, x ≥ k. We usedk = 1 andα = 2.3 in our
experiments. While the arrival times are generated as above,
the attribute values are generated uniformly from a numeric
domain; this allows us to choose predicates with desired se-
lectivities.

2. Real Data Set: The Internet Traffic Archive [11] is a good
source of real-world stream data sets. One of their traces,
named “DEC-PKT”, contains one hour’s worth of all wide-
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area traffic between Digital Equipment Corporation and the
rest of the world. We use this trace as the real-world data
set for our experiments. Attributes such as IP addresses and
packet sizes were used in selection and join predicates. The
exact predicates were chosen to give the desired selectivities
for each experiment.

5.1 Single-Stream Queries without Joins
Our first experimental results compare the performance of dif-

ferent scheduling strategies for single-stream queries without joins.
We first consider a simple query with two operators. Its progress
chart in terms of coordinates(ti, si) of operator points is:(0, 1),
(500, 0.3), and (4000, 0), where times are in microseconds. In
terms of the terminology in Section 3, atuple in the progress chart
contains 100 individual tuples of size 24 bytes each. This query
consists of a fast and highly selective operator followed by a slow
operator that “consumes” much fewer tuples per unit time. This is
similar to Example 2.1.

Figures 2 and 3 show the variation in total queue size over time
for the real and synthetic data set, respectively. We observe that
Chain and Greedy have almost identical performance for this sim-
ple query plan. This is explained by the fact that each operator
forms a chain of its own and hence they are expected to behave
identically. Round-Robin performs almost as well as Chain on both
data sets. In later experiments we will see how as the number of op-
erators increase, the performance of Round-Robin degrades. FIFO
performs badly with respect to Chain since it under-utilizes the fast
and highly selective first operator during any burst.

The second query that we consider has four operators with selec-
tivities less than 1. Its progress chart in terms of coordinates(ti, si)
of operator points is:(0, 1), (400, 0.9), (2000, 0.88), (2200, 0.1),
and(4000, 0). The third operator is fast and highly selective and
it comes between two operators that have much lower tuple con-
sumption per unit time. This is a typical scenario where Greedy
is expected to perform badly as compared to Chain. Indeed, we
observe this in Figures 4 and 5, which show the variation in total
queue size over time for this query on the real and synthetic data
sets, respectively. (For legibility, we have not shown the perfor-
mance of FIFO and Round-Robin in Figures 4 and 5 respectively,
both of which perform nearly as bad as Greedy in either case.) Be-
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cause Greedy does not schedule the less selective second operator
during bursts, the fast and selective third operator remains under-
utilized, explaining Greedy’s bad performance. Because it uses the
lower envelope to determine priorities, Chain is able to recognize
the usefulness of the third operator although it is sandwiched be-
tween two “unproductive” operators. Notice that unlike the previ-
ous case Round-Robin does badly compared to Chain in Figure 4.

5.2 Queries having Joins with Stored
Relations

Recall from Section 2 that a join with a relation could result in
an operator with selectivity strictly greater than one. The real data
set that we worked with did not include stored relations, so we re-
port experimental results over synthetic data only. The progress
chart used here in terms of coordinates(ti, si) of operator points is:
(0, 1), (400, 0.9), (1300, 2.0), (1500, 0.2), and(4000, 0), where
the second operator is a join with a stored relation. Figure 6 shows
the performance of different scheduling strategies for the bursty
synthetic data. (For legibility, we have not shown the performance
of Round-Robin in Figure 6, which performs as badly as Greedy.
Also, we have not connected the points corresponding to FIFO by
line segments.) Since FIFO and Round-Robin do not take oper-
ator selectivities into account, their performance remains more or
less similar to what we observed in the previous experiments (Sec-
tion 5.1). Because of the low priority of the join operator, dur-
ing bursts Greedy does not utilize the fast and selective operator
which follows the join. On the other hand, the first three opera-
tors comprise a single chain in Chain, so the fast and selective third
operator does get used during bursts, leading to vastly improved
performance over Greedy (Figure 6).

5.3 Queries with Sliding-Window Joins
Between Streams

We study the performance of the different strategies for a query
over two streamsR andS that are joined by a sliding-window join.
Both semijoins in the sliding-window join have an average selec-
tivity of 2. The output of the windowed join passes through two
selection conditionsσ2 andσ3. Furthermore, before joining with
S, streamR passes through a selection conditionσ1. The selection
conditionsσ1 andσ3 are not very selective, whileσ2 (the selection
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following the join) is very selective. The performance graphs for
this query over the real and synthetic data sets are shown in Fig-
ures 7 and 8 respectively. We observe that Greedy and FIFO per-
form much worse than Chain. Round-Robin compares well with
Chain for the real data set but does really badly on the synthetic
data set. As in the experiment described in Section 5.2, Greedy
does badly because of the sliding-window join preceding the highly
selective operator. The low priority of the join discourages Greedy
from scheduling it so Greedy under-utilizes the highly selective op-
erator following it. FIFO performs badly for the reasons mentioned
earlier, namely the presence of a less selective operator (σ3) with
relatively high tuple processing time.

5.4 Multiple Queries
Finally, we compared the performance of different strategies over

a collection of 3 queries: a sliding-window join query similar to the
one presented in the last experiment (Section 5.3) and two single-
stream queries with selectivities less than1 similar to those pre-
sented in Section 5.1. The performance graphs for this query work-
load over real and synthetic data sets are shown in Figures 9 and 10
respectively. For improved legibility of Figure 9, we have not
connected the points corresponding to Chain and FIFO by line
segments. The graphs clearly show that Chain beats all others
by a huge margin. The reason for the impressive performance
of Chain is the increase in complexity and size of the underlying
problem. This is because Chain is able to pick out the particular
chain of operators that is most effective at reducing memory usage
and will schedule it repeatedly during a burst of input arrival. On
the other hand, since there are a larger number of operators in this
multi-query experiment compared to the earlier single-query exper-
iments, Round-Robin ends up executing the best operator much less
frequently than if there were a lesser number of operators. In other
words, as the number of operators increases, the fraction of time
Round-Robin does the “right thing” decreases. The same state-
ment holds for FIFO as well. Greedy performs badly for reasons
mentioned earlier: the queries consist of highly selective operators
sandwiched between not so selective ones, which Chain recognizes,
but Greedy fails to recognize. This experiment suggests that as we
increase the number of queries the benefits of an intelligent strat-
egy like Chain become more pronounced. Indeed, the results in
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Figures 9 and 10 were obtained by going from a single query to a
collection of merely three queries. In a real system with many more
queries, the benefits will undoubtedly be even greater.

6. RELATED WORK
Recently, there has been considerable research activity pertain-

ing to stream systems and data stream algorithms. An overview
is provided in the recent survey paper by Babcock et al. [3]. Most
closely related to our paper is the suite of research in adaptive query
processing. (See the IEEE Data Engineering Bulletin special issue
on Adaptive Query Processing [17]). Some of the recent papers
from the Telegraph project [2, 6, 18, 24] pertain to novel archi-
tectures and strategies for adaptive query processing over streams.
However, while their research focuses primarily on adapting to
changingdata characteristics, we focus on adapting to changing
arrival characteristicsof data, in particular the bursty nature of data
as documented in the networking community [9, 16, 33, 34]. Ear-
lier work on adaptive query processing includes the query scram-
bling work by Urhan et al. [31], the adaptive query execution sys-
tem Tukwila [12] for data integration, and mid-query re-optimization
techniques developed by Kabra and DeWitt [13]. More closely re-
lated to ours is the work on dynamic query operator scheduling by
Amsaleg et al. [1] aimed at improving response times in the face
of unpredictable and bursty data arrival rates, the Xjoin operator of
Urhan and Franklin [29] which is optimized to reduce initial and in-
termittent delay, and the work on dynamic pipeline scheduling for
improving interactive performance of online queries [30]. How-
ever, in all these cases, the focus is on improving response times,
and run-time memory minimization is not the consideration.

Various operator scheduling strategies have been suggested for
stream systems, ranging from simple ones like round-robin schedul-
ing [19] to more complex ones that aim at leveraging intra- and
inter-operator nonlinearities in processing [5]. However, to the best
of our knowledge, none have considered the problem of schedul-
ing with the aim of minimizing memory usage. Also, somewhat
related to our work is the set of papers [5, 6, 14, 18] championing
the use of sliding-window joins for stream systems. The rate-based
optimization framework of Viglas and Naughton [32] considers the
problem of static query optimization with the modified aim of max-
imizing the throughput of queries for stream systems; however, it
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does not address run-time scheduling.
The problem of allocating main memory among concurrent op-

erators in a traditional DBMS in order to speed up query execution
has been considered in [4, 8, 20]. These techniques do not extend
directly to data stream systems.

7. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We studied the problem of operator scheduling in data stream

systems, with the goal of minimizing memory requirements for
buffering tuples. We proposed the Chain scheduling strategy and
proved its optimality for the case of single-stream queries with se-
lections, projections, and foreign key joins with static stored re-
lations. Furthermore, we showed that Chain scheduling performs
well for other types of queries, including queries with sliding-window
joins. As ongoing work, we are considering an adaptation of our
strategy to take into account additional objectives that we do not
currently consider, such as minimizing latency and avoiding star-
vation. We suspect that a randomized strategy combining Chain
with FIFO might do well for a metric that takes into consideration
both memory requirements and tuple latency. Other open problems
include designing scheduling strategies for adaptive query plans,
where the structure of the query plan itself is allowed to change
over time, and considering sharing of computation and memory in
query plans.
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